
 
 

U15 Redbacks Match Report 
 
Saturday, August 18, 2018 
 
The mighty U15 Yass Outdoor Power Centre Redbacks travelled to a cold and  bleak Kaleen 
playing fields to take on the strong Belnorth side having  some extra confidence after last week’s 
great win. The match began in what appeared a even contest with the Redbacks matching it with 
their more fancied opponents . The situation changed when the very slick left wing for the 
Belnorth side broke through to guide the ball past the Yass  Keeper for Belnorth to take a early 
lead 1-0. The Redbacks were playing as tough and physical as they could but the opposition were 
a fast and  slick unit. Eventually it was the same left wing player for Belnorth that showed far too 
much class to score a second for Belnorth to now lead 2-0. The Redbacks battled on and at 
times did get the ball through the Belnorth defence but the opposition had too much pace. 
Halftime came and Yass still knew they were in the game as the last time these 2 sides played the 
match was the exact same score at half time and the Redbacks managed to come back and draw 
the match. 
 
The second half saw Belnorth mount more pressure on the Redbacks defence and this resulted 
in their 3rd goal being score . The Belnorth side just continued to maintain pressure on the 
Redbacks defence which just continued to scramble and prevent more goals being scored. A 
solid defensive play by the Redback fullback in the box saw a penalty shot awarded. The 
Redbacks keeper guessed right in his attempt to save the shot but it found the net and the score 
snuck to a 4-0 lead to Belnorth. The Redbacks had a rare opportunity not long after when the 
Redbacks striker drove a good shot at the Belnorth keeper who had to make a diving save. Just 
before full time and after some courageous play by the Redbacks it was the classy Belnorth team 
who scored a excellent goal once again after breaking through down the right side to make it a 5-
0 scoreline. This was the final score and credit to Belnorth as they played very strong soccer. 
 
Every Redback player gave a 100% in that match but the coach summed it up as another one of 
those hard days at the office. 
 
The Yass Outdoor Power Centre Man of the match was Zach Enseleit who was nothing short of 
brilliant in defence. He was closely followed by Ben Luck and Reuben Robinson who had 
excellent games. 
 
Super Coach Gary. 


